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Android tablets come in all shapes and sizes. They often run different versions of Android, some can be easily attached to the keyboard, others are designed for slates, and some are e-books. No matter what you need a new Android tablet for, here are five of the best to work with, based on your nominations. Earlier this week we asked you which Android
tablet you think is the best. More than 200 replies later, we came back to highlight the top five - or rather the top five model lines, because the top five nominees were few from the same product line. The pills are incredibly useful, even if you want to be productive, and now that the harvest ... MorePhoto Sham Hardy.Voices are counted and the winner has
been crowned! To see who took the top spot, head over to our Hive Five follow-up post to see who won! G/O Media can get commission there are a lot of Android tablets (and tablets that can run Android) on the market, but it is ... Read the moreSamsung Galaxy Tab SeriesAvailable in 7 inches, 8.9 inches, and 10.1 inch models on all four major U.S.
operators and as the only Wi-Fi model, the Samsung Galaxy Tab Series is one of the most recognizable and iconic Android tablets on the market. Most models run Android Honeycomb, and can pull debt as a media tablet, performance tool, or ereader. All models come with and run Adobe Flash, have access to the Android Market, and models with 3G data
plans offer 3G or 4G wireless access on your tablet while you're on the go. Prices vary depending on size, wireless operator (if any), and the amount of storage you are looking for, But the Galaxy Tab starts at $199, and can get as expensive as the $629.Asus Eee Pad Transformer/Transformer PrimeWith Eee Pad Transformer and the new quad-core Eee
Transformer Prime, Asus has proven that there is room in the tablet market for tablets that function just as autonomous slates as they do when connected to a dock with a full keyboard. Both Transformer models allow you to use the device as an Android tablet when it's not connected to the Eee Station dock, and then dock the tablets to work on them, like
super-thin and super-light Android laptops. Both models support Flash, have front and rear cameras for HD video, and have NVidia Tegra graphics inside for mobile games. Again, prices vary depending on the storage in each model, but expect to pay between $399 and $599 depending on the model you order (or pre-order, as Transformer Prime makes its
North American debut this week. HP TouchpadEven, although the HP Touchpad is a discontinued product, and never sold well when it was available on store shelves, HP$99 fire sales, getting rid of the excess stock of Touchpads when they stopped making them one of the most popular tablets on the market. Touchpad runs webOS, and although it doesn't
have the same number of app applications Android Market or iTunes App Store, it has a good enough number that you can use Touchpad to check your email, listen to local or stream music, surf the web, stay in touch with friends in your favorite social networks, and stay productive. The 9.7-inch screen is perfect for video, the front-facing camera is useful for
Video conferencing over Wi-Fi (no 3G). Good luck getting your hands on Touchpad now at all costs, although we're sure you can find some dramatically overpriced models available on eBay. Yes, we know Touchpad doesn't work Android - but it can when unlocked and you guys voted for it, so we're including it. Barnes and Noble Nook SeriesWhile the new
Tablet Corner is really the only model that Barnes and Noble Marketing as a proper tablet, Nook Color is a great option as well, especially after you've taken root and installed a new ROM. Barnes and Noble has all but pandered to the process, and even if you don't eradicate your Nook Color, you'll get some access to some apps in the Android Market (via
Barnes and Noble), tons of games, streaming video through Netflix and Hulu Plus, and of course access to the Barnes and Noble catalog of millions of books. All models are only Wi-Fi, and nook Color will set you back $199 and nook tablet $249. Both models have 7-inch displays, tons of pre-loaded apps, and a big bang for your buck if you're looking for
affordable Android tablets to hack and play. Acer Iconia Tab SeriesMost of you who voted for the Iconia Tab series specifically liked the A500, a dual-core Wi-Fi Android tablet with Nvidia graphics under the hood for multimedia and gaming. The front and rear cameras are ideal for taking quick photos and videos, as well as webcasts. The A500 is a 10-inch
tablet. The W500 is a 10-inch slate, and the A100 is a 7-inch model that is thin and portable. All models run Honeycomb, have access to Android Market, sports USB ports, and tons of internal storage. If you're shopping for an Iconia tab, expect to spend somewhere from $299 to $549, with the A500s running from $349 to $399 depending on how much
storage you need. Now that you've seen the top five, it's time to put them on the toay-out vote. Honorable mentions this week come out on a couple of tablets that barely missed the cut for the top five, port-packed Toshiba Thrive and the recently released and media-rich Kindle Fire from Amazon.Have something to say about one of the contenders, or feature
your favorite we forgot to mention? Your favorite tablet didn't get enough nominations to get into the top five? Let's hear it in the comments below. Tablets running Windows 8 can be powerful in themselves, but on sometimes it can leave much to be desired. If you prefer the Android experience on your tablet on the go but experience the desktop on the
keyboard, you can set the set on the x86 tablet, double download, and get the best of both worlds. People over at MakeUseOf have a pretty complete step-by-step guide from start to finish on how to drop Android on the USB stick, customize the UEFI settings of the Windows 8 tablet, disable Secure Download, and finally install Android from the USB stick on
your tablet. The process doesn't take too long, and once you're done you'll be able to switch operating systems when you need to. There are a few caveats, of course: On the one hand, it only works with Intel-based x86 tablets, which means that the only Android apps that you'll be able to run on the Android side are the ones that support the x86. There are
many, but you definitely won't be able to just download and run whatever you want, you'll have to check first. Similarly, if you have x86 Windows 8 tablets, you can always install previously mentioned BlueStacks and emulate Android without even leaving Windows, but it's definitely a hit performance over double downloads. Whatever you decide to do, it's
good to have options, and unlock a Windows tablet, so you can install what you want. Hit the link below to see the full step-by-step guide. Windows/Android: If you ever wanted to, you could check out Android apps before installing them on... Read more How to install Android on the Windows 8 tablet MakeUseOfPhoto from Dell.G/O Media can get
commission tablets are excellent devices for mobile games. Their large screen sizes allow you to enjoy the graphics more. It also allows developers to distribute controls for easier and better control. Android tablets are not the most popular device in the world. Many developers make games that play in portrait mode and make more sense on phones.
However, there are some games that are just better on tablets. Here are the best Android tablet games! Read next: 10 best upcoming Android games - action, race, strategy and more As we've chosen the best Android tablet apps So what makes the game better suited to tablets than smartphones? Well, it's actually an easier definition than one would expect.
We looked at all kinds of things including controls, orientation, and how much information was shown on the screen all at once. Each game on this list is in landscape orientation, has simple and accessible controls, and does not require players to reach in the middle of the screen during the action sequence if the game has action sequences. After we
disqualified games that are not friendly to great displays, the list gathered pretty quickly. Let's get started! Alto's OdysseyPrice: Free to play Odyssey Alto is one of the best runners of 2018 It has simple but beautiful graphics, easy play and mechanics, as well as a simple premise. You ski down the hit, making massive jumps and avoiding obstacles. Players
collect coins along the way to unlock things in the game store. The game also has 180 goals to different levels to play through, and even small extras such as dynamic lighting and weather. It's easily one of the best endless runners of all time and its orientation landscape mode makes it even better on tablets than on phones. The game is free, but you
probably won't even notice. Most in-game purchases for cosmetics anyway. Beamdog Games (six games in total)Price: $9.99 each Beamdog is a developer on Google Play. They specialize in porting old computer games on Android. Beamdog now has five titles right now. This is the gates of Baldur I and II, Icewind Dale, Neverwinter Nights, Seige of
Dragonspear and Planescape: Torment EE. All six games have similar mechanics. They are massive, hardcore RPGs with tons of skills, bad guys, dungeons, loot, and long stories. The user interface is often cramped on even larger phones. So tablets are really the best devices for these games. They work for $9.99 for a full game. There are also additional
in-app purchases for things like voice packs and other settings. Bridge Designer PortalPrice: The $4.99Bridge Designer Portal is one of the new Android games. It works great on phones. However, the larger size of the tablet screen makes the exact movement easier for this game. It has a bunch of levels, elements like portal and bridge designer games, and
Google Play Games support. This plays a little hard in the fan service of the portal universe. However, it's still a rock solid puzzle game. It is also a paid game without additional in-app purchases or advertising. It's also free if you use Google Play Pass.The Escapists 2Price: $6.99 Escapists 2 is an escape puzzle simulation game. You play like a prisoner in
prison. The goal is to escape from prison without getting caught. Players must play the role of an exemplary prisoner, showing up to their prison work and going to food. In the meantime, you will create different things by hiding various contraband items and plans to get out of there. The game includes nine prisons, an in-depth crafting and trading system, and
more. That's pretty good for its price. Kingdom Of Venge RushancePrice: $4.99 with in-app purchasesKingdom Rush Vengeance is the latest game in a series of popular tower defense titles. This plays like a classic tower defense game. You build towers and send heroes to defeat the bad guys before they reach the end of the level. There are a bunch of
levels, towers and heroes to play alongside many, many upgrades as well as boss fights. The user interface is just great on the phone. However, all the bad guys can make everyone feel cluttered and the pills help him feel less so. Almost any tower defense game will be good for including popular ones like the Bloons TD 6 and others. We recommend only
Kingdom Rush Revenge over all others because it's free with Google Play Play $6.99 Levelhead is an outstanding platformer and one of the best android tablet games. The basic game has over 90 levels with smooth games and some extra features if you want to speed up the run game. However, the hallmark of the game is the ability to design and
download your own levels, similar to Mario Maker. You can also download other people's levels and play them. The tablet gives you more space to edit the levels, so it's actually a decent way to play the game. The game is free with Google Play Pass and is also available on iOS, PC and Nintendo Switch with full cross-saving capabilities. Another developer
name, Crashlands, is another great tablet game. MinecraftPrice: $6.99 with in-app purchasesMinecraft dropped pocket edition nickname in 2017. This is not a full-fledged version of the game. This means it can play with the Xbox One and PC versions of the game as well. We recommend this one for tablets because of all the controls. There is a ton to do in
Minecraft, including explore, craft, build and do other things. Microsoft sells servers at a monthly price in case you don't want to make your own. In addition, the mobile version is cheaper than the console or PC version. In any case, this is one of the great Android tablet games. Old School RunescapePrice: Free/$10.99 per month/$99.99 per year Old School
Runescape (OSRS for short) is one of the most popular MMORPGs in the world. You can play it on mobile devices, tablets, web browser and desktop computers. There is a huge world to explore, a healthy base of players to interact with and trade with, and many quests to complete. Unlike most, this one works on a subscription-based basis. Members get
some extra benefits as a big pot. It's up to you if you want to play the free version or subscription version. This is probably the best MMORPG on a mobile phone, and it has a landscape mode that works very well for tablets. Pocket CityPrice: Free/$3.99Pocket City is a city building simulator similar to Sim City. It's a rude sentence to say out loud. Anyway, it's
a pretty simple sim city. You build different types of buildings, roads and utilities to make your city run smoothly. It has weather disasters along with positive things like the sides that make your city feel alive. Players gradually unlock more land, more buildings, and more things as they play. The free version is just a basic game. The premium version includes
more features, a dedicated sandbox mode, and no advertising. This is an amazingly good game in the style of Sim City and we love that this is not a free game from above lying. You can also play in landscape or portrait mode. Rebel Free playRebel Inc is one of the new tablet games on the list. These are the same developers of Plague Inc so you know it
will be good. You fall in the region in turmoil and you have to solve the problem. Teh Teh Includes seven scenarios, tons of rebel strategies to overcome, and a branching story based on your decisions. The developers have researched most of these things as they made the game to make it as realistic as possible. There are also eight governors with different
abilities to try. It's a free game, but it's honestly one of the best. Riptide GP: RenegadePrice: $2.99Riptide GP: Renegade is probably the best racing game right now. The story begins with a racer who gets banned by a GP circuit for breaking the rules. You play like this man as you race to regain his glory. The game comes with some of the best graphics that
you'll see. There is also a campaign, online multiplayer, and different types of races that you can play. It also comes with split-screen multiplayer support, hardware support controller, and more. This is one of the tablet games worth watching. Square Enix GamesPrice: Free to play / VariesSquare Enix is one of the best game developers on mobile phone.
They have an extensive collection of tablet games that range from console ports to made for mobile games. You can find eight Final Fantasy games, Chrono Trigger, The Secret of Mana, The Adventures of Mana, Tomb Raider, Tomb Raider II, Chaos Rings 3, and many other great titles. Most of them play great on your phone, but having a tablet really helps
the experience shine. Prices range from free ops to more than $20, so there's something out there no matter what you're in. Their last big release was Final Fantasy XV: Pocket Edition, a great addition to the line of tablet games. Square Enix has free play games as well as such as Final Fantasy Brave Exvius or Final Fantasy Record Keeper. However, those
are best suited to phones rather than tablets. Stardew ValleyPrice: $7.99 Stardew Valley is one of the best new tablet games from 2019. It is a farming simulator with a bunch of extra features and things to do. Players begin by turning their overgrown fields into a functional farm and expanding from there. You can also get married, attend town events, breed
and raise animals, and even fish if you want. There are a ton of ways to customize the old farm itself and they are all unlocked through the game. He's a strong contender for the best of 2019, and he's playing great on the tablet. The game is also free through Google Play Pass if you use it. This War MinePrice: $13.99 and $2.99This My War was one of the
undisputed champions of 2015. This is a survival horror game where you have to survive the war that is going on around you. It forces you to make some pretty cruel decisions when it comes to who gets to live and who You can also create different items, manage your sanctuary, and you get a completely randomized cast of characters every time you start.
It's a dark game, but it's also very good. The only downside is that it is one of the more expensive tablet games. On the other hand, there is an additional extension for $2.99 if you like the game and want more. You can also play this for free through Google Play Pass as well. TsuroPrice: $4.99Tsuro is a port of desktop games for Android. It plays a lot like a
ticket to the trip and other similar games. Players take turns creating tracks on the board. The player wins if he gets the longest path and the most points. Tsuro is great on tablets for several reasons. First, it has a game with up to eight players on the same device. Big screens make for a better multiplayer gaming experience. Secondly, like most board
games, Tsuro can get a little crowded on smaller screens. Pandemic and ticket for the trip are also excellent local multiplayer ports of desktop games on Android, which will play well on the tablet. If we missed any great Android tablet games, tell us about them in the comments! You can also click here to check out our latest Android apps and game lists! Lists!
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